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Class IV 
Assignment Date  :  18/05/2020 
 
To be Completed by  :  24/05/2020 

 
Guidelines  : Complete the work given in different subjects according to the 
instructions given along with each subject. It has to be submitted in school 
once the school reopens 
 
Subject  : ENGLISH LITERATURE 

Read Chp 2- The Visit to the Mansion 

 

Do the following work in your fair English Literature copy 

 

A) Chapter 1 – Be Prepared 

 

a)  Write the meaning of the following words: 

      tuck shop, tracking, trail, romped, relented, havoc, entangled 

 

b) Complete these sentences: 

 

1) The speaker won a cookery badge in the Boy Scouts simply because he had spent a lot of time in 

the tuck shop suggesting and encouraging the tuck shop owner to make more and better samosas, 

jalebis, tikkees and pakoras. 

 

2) Mr Oliver walked into the forest leaving a trail of broken twigs, pine cones and chestnuts because 

he wanted to teach tracking to the boys. The boys were supposed to follow the trail till they found 

him. 
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3) The bear escaping into the forest was a funny scene because it had got entangled into Mr Oliver’s 

dressing gown. It looked comical as it ran into the forest in its borrowed clothes.  

 

B) Chapter 2- The Visit to the Mansion 

 

a) Write the meanings of the following words: 

      befriend, briskly, blancmange, quaint, perched, stern, gruff, dismay 

 

b) Make sentences using the following phrases: 

     flew about, was touched, struck her fancy 

 

c) Answer the following questions: 

 

 Q1) Why do you think Jo decided to visit Laurie? 

 A1) Jo lived in an old brown house with her mother and sisters. Laurie and his grandfather lived in a 

large mansion near their house. To Jo, the Laurence mansion seemed to be an enchanted place, 

filled with delightful things. She longed to see them and befriend Laurie, who looked very lonely and 

shy. So, she decided to visit the Laurence mansion and ask Mr Laurence to allow Laurie to leave the 

house and play. 

 

Q2) Why did Laurie invite Jo to his house? 

A2) Laurie had a bad cold and was unable to get out of the house. He was bored and lonely. He was 

thrilled when he spotted Jo from his bedroom window. He invited Jo to his house as he wanted to 

talk to someone. He excitedly got ready and tidied his room to welcome Jo. 

 

 

Q3) How do we know that the Marches were very thoughtful neighbours? 
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A3) When Jo told her family that she was going to Laurence mansion, they sent some gifts for Laurie. 

Jo’s mother sent her love, her sister Meg sent some of her delicious blancmange and Beth sent three 

kittens thinking her cats would comfort him. Jo also invited Laurie to her house when she realised 

that how lonely he was. All these gestures show that Marches were very thoughtful neighbours. 

 

Q4) Why did Laurie’s grandfather not allow him to visit their neighbours? 

A4) Laurie’s grandfather did not allow him to visit their neighbours because he thought it would 

disturb them. But when he realised that Laurie was very lonely, he decided to send him to March’s 

house occasionally. 

 

Q5) “What richness!” sighed Jo. What do you think Jo is referring to ? 

A5) Jo was referring to the huge collection of books and the beautiful things she saw in the library of 

the Laurence mansion. The walls of the library were lined with innumerable books and there were 

also pictures, statues , strange little tables, bronze pieces and a great open fireplace with beautiful 

tiles all round it. Jo knew that these things were very expensive and only rich people could afford to 

have them. 

 

 

 

C)  Do the following exercises in your textbook with pencil. 

 

a) Ex B - Pg 19 

      Answers: 

      1.   b ,  2. c , 3.  b , 4. a . 

 

b)  Ex A - Pg 21 

       Answers: 

      1. many 2.no 3.Most  4.enough  5.any  6.some 
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c)  Ex B - Pg 21 & 22 

       1.  a) him      b) He 

       2.  a) yours   b) mine 

       3.  We 

       4.  a) them   b) They   c) her 

       5.  a) I           b) yours 

 

d)  Ex B - Pg 23 

       1.  call in 

       2.  see, off 

       3.  look, up 

       4.  see, out 

       5.  look for 

       6.  call out 
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STAY AT HOME, STAY SAFE…MAKE THE BEST USE OF YOUR TIME 


